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Modal Trigger
A bizarre “stone circle” that’s just been spotted on Mars has sparked some
very strange speculation about its origin.
The weird formation was spotted by an amateur alien hunter, before being
featured in a video by the YouTube channel SecureTeam10.
It was found in official NASA pictures taken by the Mars Rover.
In its video, SecureTeam 10 said: “This is a very strange formation of rocks
put together in what appears to be a very artificial way.” “What we are seeing looks very different from the
craters on Mars and the moon.” “It almost looks as if these rocks were arranged in this circular formation or this
could potentially be some sort of ruin that’s part of some larger structure buried beneath the surface. “I’ve never
seen anything like it.” The circle could also be a natural formation — but this won’t stop people speculating
about its origin. SecureTeam 10 recently claimed to have spotted an “alien spaceship” firing beams of light at
Earth and also an “alien tank” on the surface of the moon.
Note from Pastor Kevin: It is so amazing to me that people want to attribute the origin of this circle of stones
on Mars to some form of intelligent life (“aliens”). It is quite possible that this very basic arrangement on Mars
occurred by chance. But many would disagree and say that the rock symmetry appears “organized” or
“designed” and therefore must have been placed there by an intelligent being or beings.
But why are many of these same people apposed to attributing the extreme complexity of all life forms on earth
to an extremely intelligent and powerful designer (the God of the Bible who told us He is the creator)?

American educational system exclusively
teaches that the hummingbird and all other
life forms came about by time and chance.
Those who believe that God created this bird
(and all life) are ignorant fools.

Many “educated” Americans believe a supreme
“alien” intelligence must have made this circle
of rocks because it could not have come about
by random processes. NASA and the
government are covering up the fact that
intelligent alien life must have been on Mars.

For since the creation of the world His invisible attributes are clearly seen, being understood by
the things that are made, even His eternal power and Godhead, so that they are without excuse,
because, although they knew God, they did not glorify Him as God, nor were thankful, but
became futile in their thoughts, and their foolish hearts were darkened. Professing to be wise,
they became fools. Romans 1:20-22 (NKJV)

